2003 ford focus se sedan

Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting
how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive
reliability information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. Reactivate now to
get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error,
please view our customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become
a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member
Services at Unlock Ratings. Used Ford Focus Change Vehicle. The Focus manages to be both
logical in its design as well as fun to drive. This European-developed car offers ride comfort and
agility on par with respectable sport sedans. Access, rear seat room and trunk space belie the
fact that this is a small sedan. Interior quality and pronounced road noise mar this otherwise
capable package though. There are 7 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability.
View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor. Engine
Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System. Electric System.
Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show
More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how
through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine,
transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. NA indicates that we
did not receive a large enough sample size to provide data for a specific year. An X indicates
that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. Read Recall Details. What should you
do:. Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall Details. AT Show More. Check Vehicle for
Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select
Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You
no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. The Ford Focus is a wonderful small car
that's fun to drive, frugal with fuel and offered in such a wide variety of configurations it would
be hard not to find one that suits your needs. It debuted in with "New Edge" styling, a roomy
interior and excellent road manners. These qualities, plus a wide variety of configurations, have
made the Focus the best small car from a domestic manufacturer. It falls behind the Civic and
Corolla in terms of refinement and reliability, but the Ford Focus is still worth considering for a
fun and functional small car. The Ford Focus is available in four body styles: a three-door ZX3
hatchback, a five-door ZX5 hatchback, a sedan and a wagon. The sedan can be ordered in one
of three trim levels, starting with the base LX model and going up to the midlevel SE and
highline ZTS trim. The ZX3 can be had in base, premium or power premium trim, while the ZX5
allows for the choice between base, comfort and premium models. The base drivetrain for LX
models is a 2. This same drivetrain is standard in SE sedans, but ZTS sedans, along with
wagons and hatchbacks, get a more powerful horsepower 2. A four-speed automatic is optional.
Both engines provide adequate power, though the higher-output motor is the clear choice for
enthusiasts. Still not enough? Then maybe you should consider the SVT Focus. Based on the
ZX3, this hot hatch puts out horsepower and is equipped with an exclusive six-speed manual
transmission. The SVT Focus also comes with inch wheels, oversize four-wheel disc brakes and
a sport-tuned suspension to keep it glued to the road. For safety, the Focus has ABS, traction
control and stability control as optional equipment. NHTSA crash test scores for the ZX3 are
good with the car earning four stars in frontal impacts and front side-impacts. The rear
side-impact test, however, resulted in a very poor one-star rating for the ZX3. However, the ZX5
and wagon also scored four stars for rear side impacts. Regardless of trim, the Ford Focus
offers a smooth ride quality and above-average handling ability. The four-wheel fully
independent suspension allows for noticeable body roll while cornering, but the Focus stays
planted and inspires confidence. The steering system is surprisingly quick, fluid and
responsive, always providing plenty of feedback from the road surface. Our experience with our
long-term ZX3 has proven to be more than satisfactory, and the SVT Focus, with its
aftermarket-sounding exhaust, short-throw shifter and optional audiophile sound system has
proven to be our favorite sport compact hatchback. The Focus is roomy for its class, offering
generous accommodations for its front and rear passengers. Inside you'll find plenty of
headroom. Some options usually not found in this segment include an in-dash six-disc CD
changer, MP3 player and a stability control system. Some may find the asymmetrical dash
layout odd, but the well-dampened controls and correct ergonomic placement should forgive
any faults. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car you're

interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find cheap
used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're interested
in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other
owners paid for the Used Ford Focus Sedan. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people
and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective,
it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and
keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Check out Ford lease specials Check out Ford Focus lease specials. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise
this car. Seats aren't comfortable for everyone, below-average reliability. Other years. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the Focus for sale near you. See Pricing.
Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near Edmunds' Expert
Review. Vehicle overview. Minor changes are in store for the Ford Focus. Two new trim levels
increase the breadth of prices for Ford's economy car; a base trim for the three door hatchback
renders air conditioning optional and only comes with a manual transmission. For the five door
hatchback, a tilt and telescoping steering wheel, cruise control, front reading lights and a center
console are available when you step up to the comfort trim level from the base level. Heated
front seats are a new option, as is a traction control and ABS package. New colors for the
exterior brighten up the color palette, and the interior is freshened with two new fabric trims.
Read more. Write a review See all reviews. Focus for average people. Cheap to buy used, good
solid reliability, few issues, good mileage, fun to drive, very easy to service. Still great after 13! I
bought this car new and it is just as much fun to drive over 3 years later. I have the Zetec
engine, it has lots of pep and I get 25 mpg overall and that's with over 20 stop lights between
home and work. The original Firestone tires were The back seat is roomier than I expected and
the front is very comfortable. Huge trunk great for travel. I love this car! Updating review 10
years later! I've owned my Focus nearly 13 years now and can't complain. Nearly everything
works like it did the day I bought it. Still a reliable, fun to drive car. No major repairs.
Throughout the years I've learned to buy very good tires because this car is picky. It was
terrible in snow so I invested in snow tires. The radio volume is getting a bit unpredictable, it
may increase when turning it down or decrease when turning up. That's the biggest problem
after all these years! Still a great car and I don't see any reason to replace it anytime soon. Read
less. As good as the Japanese. It has the smallest engine 2. Even with this high gearing it still
has reasonable torque to pass in high gear. Best steering and handing in a North American car
and you sit up high not like sitting in a hole like a Honda. Styling is still fresh after all these
years, going to keep for at least another 5 years. Hey it long been paid for. Whaddya expect
Granted I bought it 40km and am now past k, but its been a great car for the buck. But reading
through these reviews its obvious too many poor quality parts were used given how many
similarities in repairs: trunk latch has been replaced 3x now and still doesn't latch all the time.
Door handles. Ignition locked up. Battery is being drained by something, replaced once already.
But be realistic. Otherwise its been a great little mid level car. See all reviews of the Used Ford
Focus Sedan. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of
Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed
this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the Focus. Sign Up. A majority of all used US
imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with

us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

